Daily Cleaning Checklist: Flight Type Dishwashers
Keep Your Equipment In Top Shape
The dishwasher MUST be thoroughly cleaned at the end of each working shift or after each meal. Push the POWER button on the
keypad to turn the machine OFF. Follow the instructions below for the manual cleaning process.
WARNING: Disconnect the electrical power to the machine and follow lockout/tagout procedures. There may be multiple
circuits. Be sure all circuits are disconnected.

1. Open all Front Access Doors
Drain the machine by swinging the tank drain handles to the left as shown on the labels located above each tank drain.
Drain handles are located near the floor at the front of each tank.

2. Remove & Clean Curtains
Before removing the strainer baskets and pans, clean the interior and all tank shelves using a hose and a spray nozzle. Flush
all debris toward the strainers.

3. Remove the Wash Arms
Remove the wash arms by lifting up on the arm clearing the tab from the notch in the wash arm support. Slide upper arms
forward, swinging front of arm down. Slide lower arms forward, tilt front of arms upward to allow water to drain. Remove
arms. Clean wash arms in a sink, opening wash arm sliders to flush food soil from arms.

4. Remove Strainer Baskets & Pans
Remove the strainer baskets and strainer pans. Also, remove the dual rinse strainer. Empty strainers in trash receptacle or
food waste disposer. DO NOT STRIKE STRAINER PANS OR STRAINER BASKETS ON SOLID OBJECT TO DISLODGE DEBRIS. Scrub
strainer pans and strainer baskets in a sink.

5. Remove Dual Rinse & Upper Final Rinse Arms
Remove both dual rinse and upper final rinse arms and clean debris from nozzles. Never use steel wool to clean warewasher
surfaces. Use only products formulated to be safe on stainless steel. Flush tanks with a water hose, removing any
accumulation of food soil.

6. Reinstall All Arms
Reinstall all arms in their proper location and orientation. Ensure that upper arm nozzles point downward, and lower arm
nozzles point upward. To install wash arms, slide manifolds on the supports towards the rear of the machine and ensure the
tabs on the sides of the arms drop into the notches in the supports.

7. Replace Strainer Baskets & Pans
Replace the strainer pans and strainer baskets. Reinstall the curtains according to the curtain chart shown on pages 15-23 of
the Operator Manual. Leave the machine doors open to allow the interior to air out and dry.

8. Clean Machine Exterior
Clean machine exterior like any other stainless steel appliance. Use a damp cloth and mild soapy water.

9. Spray Sensor Channels
Spray the channels where sensors are located at the load end of the machine. Do not attempt to clean these with metallic
objects as damage to sensors can occur.
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